Abstract-Using terminologies of information geometry, we derive upper and lower bounds of the tail probability of the sample mean. Employing these bounds, we obtain upper and lower bounds of the minimum error probability of the 2nd kind of error under the exponential constraint for the error probability of the 1st kind of error in a simple hypothesis testing for a finitelength Markov chain, which yields the Hoeffding type bound. For these derivations, we derive upper and lower bounds of cumulant generating function for Markov chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Markov chain is a natural model for probability distribution with stochastic correlation. Under this model, we often focus on the sample mean of n observations, and discuss the cumulant generating function and the tail probability. Many existing studies investigated their asymptotic behaviors [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [27] . For example, the papers [5] , [6] , [7] showed the central limit theorem, i.e., they proved that the difference between the sample mean and the expectation asymptotically obeys the Gaussian distribution. Dembo and Zeitouni [3] derived the asymptotic cumulant generating function and the large deviation bound by using its Legendre transform. Further, other existing studies [1] , [2] investigated the simple hypothesis testing for Markov chains. They derived the Hoeffding bound [24] for two Markov chains, i.e., the exponentially decreasing rate of the second error probability under the exponential constraint for the first error probability. In the independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) case, as the generalization of Stein's lemma. Strassen [16] derived the asymptotic expansion of the exponential decreasing rate of the second error probability up to the order √ n, under the constant constraint for the first error probability, whose quantum extension was recently done by the papers in [9] , [13] .
Indeed, it is not difficult to give a bound whose computation is not so easy or a loose bound. Here, we should mention a proper requirement for a better finite-length bound as follows.
(1) Asymptotic tightness. For example, in the case of the tail probability, the bound can recover one of the following in the limit n → ∞; (T1) Central limit theorem [5] , [6] , [7] (T2) Moderate deviation [27] , [5] (T3) Large deviation [3] , [5] (2) Computability. The bound should have less computational complexity, e.g., O(1), O(n) or O(n log n). For example, we call the bound O(1)-computable when its computation complexity is O(1). In the i.i.d. case, it is known that the Markov inequality derives an upper bound of the tail probability that attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (T2) and (T3) and is called Chernoff bound [3] , [28] . However, even in the i.i.d. case, there is no O(1)-computable finite-length lower bound that attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (T2) nor (T3). The Berry-Essen theorem gives upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds of the tail probability that attain the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (T1) in the i.i.d. case (see e.g., [25] ). The paper [26, Theorem 2] extended the BerryEssen theorem to the Markov chain, and gave similar upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds for the Markov chain.
In the case of simple hypothesis testing, three kinds of the asymptotic tightness are characterized as follows. (H1) Constant constraint for the first error probability = const. (H2) Moderate deviation type constraint for the first error probability = e −n 1−2t r with t ∈ (0, In the i.i.d. case (including the quantum case), the paper [9] derived lower and upper O(1)-computable finite-length bounds for the second error probability that attain the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H1). Also, it is not difficult to derive an upper O(1)-computable finite-length bound for the second error probability that attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H2) nor (H3). However, no study addressed a lower O(1)-computable finite-length bound for the second error probability that attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H2) nor (H3) even in the i.i.d. case. This paper derives the finite-length bounds for the above topics satisfying the above requirement. Firstly, we derive upper and lower bounds of the cumulant generating function when n observations are given. We show that these limits recover the asymptotic cumulant generating function [3] . Us-ing our evaluation of the cumulant generating function, we also derive upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds of the tail probability that attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (T2) and (T3) in the Markov chain as well as in the i.i.d. case. Our analysis covers the sample mean of twoinput functions like g(X k+1 , X k ) as well as the simple sample mean n i=1 Xi n . As a byproduct, employing the evaluation of the cumulant generating function, we simply reproduce the central limit theorem [5] , [6] , [7] .
For the simple hypothesis testing, this paper derives the lower and upper O(1)-computable bounds of the second error probability under the same constraint with finite observations whose limits recover the asymptotic bound (H3) [1] , [2] and the asymptotic bound (H2). For describing these finite-length bounds, we employ the notations given by the transition matrix version of information geometry, i.e., the relative entropy (Kullback Leibler divergence), the relative Rényi entropy, exponential family, natural parameter, and expectation parameter [2] , [8] , [14] . Further, employing the Markov version of the Berry-Essen theorem [26, Theorem 2], we also obtain another type O(1)-computable finite-length bound, which derives the asymptotic bound (H1) as a generalization of the result by Strassen [16] .
Indeed, there are two ways to define a transition matrix version of exponential family. We employ the definition by [2] , [8] , [14] , which is different from the definition by [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . The exponential family to be used plays an essential role in our derivation. That is, the exponential family enables us to discuss simple hypothesis testing and the parameter estimation [14] in a unified manner. The obtained bounds are used for the evaluations of several information theoretical problems [15] .
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section III, we review an exponential family of transition matrices discussed in [14, Section 3] with the one-parameter case.
In Section IV, we give useful upper and lower bounds of the cumulant generating function, and review the central limit theorem of Markov chain. In Section V, we also give useful upper and lower bounds of the tail probability with finite observation, which produces the large deviation bound of the tail probability. In Section VI, using these bounds, we derive upper and lower bounds of the second error probability of simple hypothesis testing, which yields the Hoeffding type bounds. The proofs of obtained results are omitted and are available in [29] .
II. PREPARATIONS
Here, we prepare notations and definitions. For a given transition matrix W over X , we define
For a given distribution P on X and a transition matrix V from X to Y, we define V × P (y, x) := V (y|x)P (x). and V P (y) := x V × P (y, x).
A non-negative matrix W is called irreducible when for each x, x ∈ X , there exists a natural number n such that W n (x|x ) > 0 [30] . An irreducible matrix W is called ergodic when there are no input x and no integer n such that W n (x |x ) = 0 unless n is divisible by n [30] . It is known that the output distribution of W n P converges to the stationary distribution of W for a given ergodic transition matrix W [30] , [10] .
Lemma 1: [14, Lemma 3.1][2, Section III] Consider an irreducible and ergodic transition matrix W over X and a real-valued function g on X × X . Then, we define the support X 2 W := {(x, x ) ∈ X 2 |W (x|x ) > 0}. Define φ(θ) as the logarithm of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix:
Then, the function φ(θ) is convex. Further, the following conditions are equivalent.
(
(2) The function φ(θ) is strictly convex, i.e.,
Using Lemma 1, given two distinct ergodic transition matrices W and V with the same support, we define the relative entropy and the relative Rényi entropies. For this purpose, we denote the logarithm of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the matrix
Note that the limit lim s→0 D 1+s (W V ) equals D(W V ).
Since W and V are distinct, the function log
V (x|x ) satisfies the condition for the function g in Lemma 1. Hence, the function s → sD 1+s (W V ) is strictly convex, which implies that sD 1+s (W V ) < (1 − 
III. EXPONENTIAL FAMILY
Now, we focus on a transition matrix W (x|x ) from X to X and a real-valued function g on X × X satisfying the condition in Lemma 1. When the function g satisfies condition (1 ) Lemma 1, we define the matrix W θ (x|x ) from X to X for θ in the following waỹ
Using the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ θ ofW θ , we define the potential function φ(θ) := log λ θ . Due to Lemma 1, the second derivative
dθ 2 is strictly positive. Hence, the potential function φ(θ) is strictly convex. In the following, using the strictly convex function φ(θ), we define a one-parameter exponential family for transition matrices.
Note that, since the value xW θ (x|x ) generally depends on x , we cannot make a transition matrix by simply multiplying a constant with the matrixW θ . To make a transition matrix from the matrixW θ , we recall that a non-negative matrix V from X to X is a transition matrix if and only if the vector (1, . . . , 1)
T is an eigenvector of the transpose V T . In order to resolve this problem, we focus on the structure of the matrix W θ . We denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvectors ofW θ and its transposeW T θ byP θ andP θ . Since the irreducibility of W guarantees the irreducibility ofP θ , the relationP θ (x) > 0 holds. According to [2] , [8] , we define the matrix W θ (x|x ) as
The matrix W θ (x|x ) is a transition matrix because vector (1, . . . , 1) T is an eigenvector of the transpose W T θ . In the following, we call the family of transition matrices E := {W θ } an exponential family of transition matrices with the generator g.
Using the potential function φ(θ), we explain several concepts for transition matrices based on Lemma 1, formally. We call the parameter θ the natural parameter, and the parameter η(θ) := dφ dθ (θ) the expectation parameter. For η, we employ the inverse function φ −1 (η), i.e., η(φ −1 (η)) = η.
Then, we define the Fisher information for the natural parameter by the second derivative
The Fisher information for the expectation parameter is given as
Lemma 2: [14, Lemma 3.4] The relative entropy and the relative Rényi entropies between two transition matrices W θ and W θ are characterized as
The Fisher information
dθ 2 (θ 0 ) can be characterized by the limits of the relative entropy and relative Rényi entropy as follows.
Lemma 3: [14, Lemma 3.5] Under the limit δ → 0, we have
IV. CUMULANT GENERATING FUNCTION AND CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
In the following, we consider the Markov chain X n+1 = (X 1 , . . . , X n , X n+1 ) generated by the transition matrix W 0 and an arbitrary initial distribution P 0 . That is, the random variable X n+1 is subject to the distribution W ×n 0 × P 0 . We consider the random variableg
for a function h on R. Then, we define the cumulant generating function
where E 0 denotes the expectation under the distribution W ×n 0 × P 0 . Then, we have the following lemma [29] . Lemma 4: Let u be the vector such that u(x) = 1 for every x ∈ X , and v θ be the eigenvector ofW T θ with respect to the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue λ θ such that min x v θ (x) = 1. Let w θ (x) := P (x)e θh(x) . Then, we have
where
Using the above lemma, we can calculate the cumulant generating function of the limiting distribution of √ n(g n (X n+1 ) n − η(0)) and show that it equals the cumulant generating function of Gaussian distribution with the variance
dθ 2 (0) and average 0. Since the limit of cumulant generating function uniquely decides the limit of the distribution function [11] , we can reproduce the central limit theorem as a corollary. (For the detail see [29] .) Corollary 5: [5] , [6] , [7] The limiting distribution of √ n(g
where Φ(y) :=
dx. The above corollary can be regarded as the Markov version of the central limit theorem. The above derivation is much simpler than existing derivations [5] , [6] , [7] because it employs only our evaluation of the cumulant generating function. As the refinement of the above argument, the paper [26, Theorem 2] showed the Markov version of the Berry-Essen Theorem as follows.
Proposition 6: ([26, Theorem 2]) For a given constant δ > 0, there exists a constant C such that
where V is the asymptotic variance. For the calculation of C, see [26, Theorem 2] . Since Corollary 5 shows that the asymptotic variance is
ISITA2014, Melbourne, Australia, October [26] [27] [28] [29] 2014 Copyright (C) 2014 by IEICE V. TAIL PROBABILITY Using (10), we can derive the following lower bound on the exponent [29] , Theorem 7: For any a > η(0) = E 0 [g], we have
where θ(a) := φ −1 (a).
We can derive the following opposite bound [29] .
Due to the expressions in Theorems 7 and 8, the above upper and lower bounds are O(1)-computable. They also attain the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (T2) and (T3) as follows. From Theorems 7 and 8, we can derive the large deviation evaluation [29] .
Corollary 9: [3, Theorem 3.1.2] For arbitrary δ > 0, we have
From Theorems 7 and 8, we can derive the moderate deviation evaluation [29] .
Corollary 10: For arbitrary t ∈ (0, 1/2) and δ > 0, we have
VI. SIMPLE HYPOTHESIS TESTING Now, we consider the hypothesis testing with the two hypotheses W n−1 0 × P 0 and W n−1 1 × P 1 . Then, we choose the functions g(x, x ) := log W1(x|x ) W0(x|x ) and h(x ) := log
We define the functionθ(r) as the solution of the equation
with respect to θ. Under these choices, φ(1) = 0 and we obtain the following lemma.
Theorem 11: We define the minimum 2nd error probability as
Then, we have
).
Due to the expressions in Theorem 11, the above upper and lower bounds are O(1)-computable. These also attain the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H2) and (H3) as follows. From Theorem 11, we can recover the Hoeffding type evaluation as follows [29] .
Corollary 12: 
That is,
We also have another type evaluation for the second kind of error probability [29] .
Lemma 15: When we choose g(x, x ) = log Lemma 15 , we obtain the Stein-Strassen type evaluation. That is, these bounds attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H1).
Theorem 16:
VII. CONCLUSION
We have derived upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds of the cumulant generating function of the Markov chain by using the convex function φ(θ). Using these bounds, we have given an simple alternative proof of the central limit theorem of the sample mean in the Markovian chain. Also, using these bounds, we have derived upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds of the tail probability of the sample mean, which attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (T2) and (T3). Using the above upper and lower bounds, we have derived upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds of the minimum error probability of the 2nd kind of error under the constraint for the error probability of the 1st kind of error, which attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H2) and (H3). These bounds have not been derived even in the independently and identically distributed case. We have also derived other upper and lower O(1)-computable bounds that attains the asymptotic tightness in the sense of (H1).
However, in this paper, we have assumed that our system consists of finite elements. So, it is remained to extend the obtained results to the continuous case. This extension will enable us to handle several Gaussian Markovian chains in a simple way. Further, the obtained bounds are useful for several topics in information theory [15] .
